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ABSTRACT 
 

Human skin detection is a very popular in many applications, particularly in video surveillance. Many 
researchers have conducted research in this area, by producing a variety of effective methods. In this paper, 
research carried out by using a simple algorithm, lower cost, and high detection rate; a hybrid method for 
detecting human skin region that base on background subtraction and skin color. Background subtraction 
method is used to detect moving object relying the background model that is calculated by the system. There are 
three basic steps included in this method. Firstly, a background model is established according to the temporal 
sequence of the frames. Secondly, the moving objects are detected based on the difference between the current 
frame and the background model. Finally, the background model is updated periodically to adapt the variety of 
the monitoring scene. Result show that object can be detect with some noise, but that noise will not effecting the 
skin detection method in the final result. Next method is skin color method that are used to detecting human skin 
region in the object detected. Object detected color will be converting from RGB color space to YIQ color 
space. Individual I channel from YIQ show the high contras between skin and non skin. That I channel are 
selected to apply the threshold value to obtain the skin mask in binary form. Binary image show that black pixel 
region is skin region, while white pixel is non skin region. Finally skin mask will use to apply to the original 
image to define the skin region. The results of the research showing human skin were detected well and noise 
can be automatic remove after skin color detecting. However, for this paper, the research is carried out only on 
the skin tan, with indoor environment under white lighting using fixed camera. 
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Introduction 

 
Human skin detection is the most important analysis process in an intelligent monitoring system. The 

system will analyze images obtained in a form of still images or video, whether there is a presence of human 
skin or not. There are many applications that can be done by using the analytical detection of human skin such 
as face detection system that will enhance in the control system and control security systems, content-based 
image acquisition, video conferencing and intelligent human-computer interface. Most skin recognition systems 
assume that the skin is ready for processing. But, in fact it is not enough to cover the image. The intelligent 
monitoring system must go through several steps such as searching, detecting, and separating the overlapping 
skin so it can be distinguished. Then it will cover the analysis of whether they are part of human body or not and 
to identify any portion thereof. The major objective of skin detection system is to identify the location and scale 
of all the skin in the images. Human brain can easily identify the region of human skin, but it is a problem that is 
very challenging and difficult for computer to detect the skin region. This is true because every skin is different 
from the two aspects which are internal and external. The internal aspects such as shape, size, height, and width, 
while the external aspect of the scale, the lightning, the contrast between face and background and orientation of 
the skin. 

 
Previous work and current shortcomings: 

 
In this field of studies, there are many researcher involve in background subtraction, that came out with 

popular technique that can tolerate some extent of illumination varying, such as mixture of Gaussians (C. 
Stauffer and W.E.L. Grimson 1999), Kernel Density Estimators (A. Elgammal et al., 2000), and LBP (local 
binary pattern) operators (M. Heikkilä and M. Pietikäinen 2006). (T. Liu and G. Wang 2009) using two view 
data for background subtraction. They decomposed input stereo image into different level using DWT (discrete 
wavelet transformation), and then an adaptive model is built over sub-bands at different levels in a hierarchical 
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fashion. The proposed approach can also provide the depth information which is critical to 3D tracking, while 
performing a task of segmenting the foreground objects.( S. Fu et al 2010) was described as an improved 
background model with its updating method, and applicable to a computer vision-based motion detection system 
which is able to detect moving objects in real-time. (B. Yang et al 2010) created new algorithm that computer 
illumination factor through the comparison of background and the current frame. The background is estimated 
and updated based on this factor, which tracks the change of background accurately and reduces the chance of 
failure. (S.S. Mohamed 2010) used Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) method for background subtraction for 
detection of moving object at outdoor environment. (Z. Wang et al 2009) proposed a background subtraction 
scheme using an adaptive spatial fusing to refine the output of typical pixel-wise background model - mixture of 
Gaussians (MoG) and employ a MRF-MAP scheme to make foreground-background classification using the 
spatial correlation. (J.M. McHugh et al 2009) said that the main difficulty in designing a robust background 
subtraction algorithm is the selection of a detection threshold. They adapted the threshold to varying video 
statistics by means of two statistical models. In addition to a nonparametric background model, we introduce a 
foreground model based on small spatial neighborhood to improve discrimination sensitivity. (D. M.Tsai and S. 
C. Lai 2009) propose a fast background subtraction scheme using independent component analysis (ICA) and, 
particularly, aims at indoor surveillance for possible applications in home-care and health-care monitoring, 
where moving and motionless object must be reliably detected. In the other part inside this reference is to detect 
skin region. There are several researcher have involved in this part as region-based methods (Kruppa et al. 
2002), (Yang and Ahuja 1998), (Jedynak et al. 2002) trying to take the skin pixels to account for the level of 
detection to improve the performance of the method's skin detection. Pixel-base has been studied and has 
increased in terms of capability to detect human skin. This development can be referred to the survey papers that 
show the comparison of different techniques. (Zarit et al. 1999) comparing five color space (chrominance 
planes) and two method of non-parametric skin modeling (lookup table and Bayesian skin probability map). 
(Terrillon et al. 2000) to collect and compare data chrominance space nine and two-parametric techniques and 
the Gaussian mixture model Gaussians. (Lee and Yoo 2002) also used a similar approach in which they were 
comparing two different skin models and the most popular indoor Chrominance different parameters and 
proposde their own models. 
 
Our approach: 

 
However, method proposed by other researchers are too complex and of course it is expensive and need 

more memory space. In this paper, research carried out by using the hybrid technique that combine between 
background subtraction and skin color methods. The objective is to separate between foreground and 
background and detect skin through pixel-based method, in which it will classify each pixel as skin or non skin. 
We choose the background subtraction technique using MoG to separate the foreground from background and 
skin detection using YIQ color space to detect human skin region. The YIQ color space will split to the three 
components; component Y, component I, component Q. Threshold is apply to the component I to produce a 
binary image where white pixels represent skin pixel and black pixels represent non skin pixel. The paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background study of the system. Section 3 shows the hybrid 
method proposed. A result and discussion is given in Section 4. 

 
  Background Study: 

 
System was built for internal monitoring that applied at indoor environment under white lighting using 

fixed camera. Indoor environments that are on focus is bank, jewelers, or any shop that need security guard at 
entrance. By using the system proposed, security level will be increased. For example, detected data will be sent 
to the action alarm as output. The white lighting is important due to human skin color is affected by that 
lighting. The lighting source that supports the human skin is white lamp or sunshine. Fixed camera was mounted 
in front of the entrance door inside the shop to record the customer who enters the shop.  As known, a system 
that uses fixed camera will have fixed background data. This was used as an image referent for background 
subtraction technique. Figure 1 below shows the illustration of indoor installation surveillance system that we 
proposed. 

From the flow chart below in figure 2, system consists of two main methods. That is background 
subtraction and skin color methods. The goal of background subtraction method is to detect moving object in the 
frame by eliminating the background, while skin detection is to detect human skin region that consist in the 
object detected. Detail process will be discus later. 
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Fig. 1: The illustration of indoor installation surveillance system. 

 

 
Fig. 2: The main process of proposed system. 
 
Background Subtraction: 

 
Fast and accurate extraction of moving objects in a video sequence is the significant step in most intelligent 

surveillance systems. Background subtraction method is widely used to detect moving objects. Referred to the 
Figure 3 below, there are three basic steps included in this method. Firstly, a background model is established 
according to the temporal sequence of the frames. Secondly, the moving objects are detected based on the 
difference between the current frame and the background model. Finally, the background model is updated 
periodically to adapt the variety of the monitoring scene. Process flow below shows the details step of 
background subtraction. From the input video frame, pre-processing is the process of changing the raw data 
which is the input video sequences into a format that can be read for the next phase. In background modeling, 
the new video frame are being and background are being calculated where it provides statistical description. 
Unidentified pixel in the video frame in the background will be the output as a binary candidate foreground 
mask at foreground detection step. Data validation stages function as an examiner where it examines candidate 
mask and eliminate pixel that are not related with target moving objects and only provide the foreground masks 
output. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: The detail process of background subtraction flow chart is classed to three main processes: Background 

modeling, moving object detected, and updates periodically background model. 
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YIQ Color Space: 
 
Skin detection is a very popular and useful technique for detecting and tracking human-body parts. It 

receives much attention mainly because of its wide range of applications such as, face detection and tracking, 
naked people detection, hand detection and tracking, people retrieval in databases and Internet, etc. The main 
goal of skin color detection or classification is to build a decision rule that will discriminate between skin and 
non-skin pixels. Identifying skin colored pixels involves finding the range of values for which most skin pixels 
would fall in a given color space. In general, a good skin color model must have a high detection rate and a low 
false positive rate. That is, it must detect most skin pixels while minimizing the amount of non-skin pixels 
classified as skin. Commonly used skin detection algorithms can detect skin regions accurately. A 
comprehensive survey on skin detection algorithms can be found in (P. Kakumanu, et al., 2007; V.,Vezhnevets, 
et al., 2003). For this reasons, the system in Figure 4 are proposed, where YIQ color space is selected to create 
contras between skin and non skin. Foreground frame in RGB color space was converting to YIQ color space. 
YIQ color space consists of three component; luminance (Y), hue (I) and saturation (Q). Hue or I channel 
proposes high skin contras compared to other channel. Threshold values has been set depending to the data 
histogram to output the binary image of skin mask. Black pixel refers to skin pixel, while white pixel is non-skin 
pixel. Data validation stages function as an examiner and eliminator where it examines skin mask and eliminate 
pixel that are not related with target skin region and only provide the skin masks output. Post-processing is the 
process to change format system to raw data for video displaying.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: The detail process of skin detection flow chart is classed to two main processes: Color converter from 
RGB to YIQ, and apply threshold value at I component. 

 
Methodology: 

 
In this paper, MoG method is chosen for background subtraction due to its low rate of complexity, memory 

consumption and suitable for indoor environment along with its robustness. For skin detection YIQ color space 
are chosen due to its capability to produce a good difference or contras between skin color and non-skin color. 
In the YIQ color space, I channel able to demonstrate a change from orange to cyan, while the Q channel also 
shows changes from purple to yellow green. 

 
Background Subtraction: 

 
In this part, we use a technique introduced by S. S. Mohamed et al (2010) that aim to create a robust, 

accurate and less-complexity background subtraction algorithm in video application to detect moving object for 
indoor environment by using Mixture of Gaussian (MoG) background subtraction method. This is done by 
evaluating each parameter in the MoG approach. In MoG, the background is known as parametric frame of values 
where each pixel location is represented with number of Gaussian functions as probability distribution function as 
given in (1). 

 
                                                                                                                       (1) 

where, 
η = the i-th Gaussian component 
μ = intensity mean 
σ = standard deviation 
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ωi,t = portion of the data accounted by i-th component 
 
In addition, for MoG approach, only pixel that is within a scaling factor of background standard is 

considered as part of background. This can be determined by comparing the pixel value with Gaussian 
component tracking. MoG approach is more suitable for outdoor environment due to its capability to separate 
and suppress non-stationary object that classify as noise such as moving leaves, sky and etc. However, 
illumination will be the drawbacks. Therefore, five main parameters will be evaluated and that will give 
significant impact. The five parameters are: 

 
 Ts = Background component weight threshold 
 D = Standard deviation scaling factor 
 ρ = Learning rate 
 K = Total number of Gaussian components 
 M = Maximum number of components M in the background model 
 
Furthermore, the advantage of MoG is that it can extend to color video sequences that can solve the 

shadows effect (Seth Benton 2009). However, this paper will not focus on elimination of shadow but more on 
focusing the proper selection of MoG parameters for background subtraction purpose that can provide enhanced 
results for detection of moving object in an outdoor environment. 

 
Skin Detection: 

 
To distinguish human skin colors with other colors, process of conversion from RGB to YIQ color will 

divide the luminance information from the hue information. Thus, the analysis can be done independently of the 
information light and hue information. Zhang et al. (2000) showed that, in the YIQ channels I have good 
clustering properties for human skin tones though distinguished by race, age, or gender. Statistics shows from 
experiment, that human skin colors are between 20-90 in I channel Zhang et al. (2000). Thus, the YIQ is adopted 
in this analysis to detect human skin regions. Conversion formula is as follows: 

 
Fig. 5: RGB image splited to singgle component: R component, G component, and B component that thrid was  
            luminance. 

 
Fig. 6: YIQ image split to single component: Y component is luminance, I component is hue, and Q component 

is saturation. I component of shows good skin contras. 
 

                                                                      (2) 
 

                                                                                                (3) 

 

                                                                                                                     (4) 
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Result And Discussion 
 
The analysis was carried out on image with have 51.5kB size and 660x454 pixels dimension that was taken 

from a video recording in a laboratory using fixed camera. Figure 7 below shows the image required and 
produced by the method of background subtraction. Background modeled is shown in image (a), while input 
frame is image (b). After subtraction, foreground mask is produced as image (c) and using validation data object 
can be detected as shown in image (d). 

 

 
Fig. 7: The process of background subtraction: (a) background model, (b) input image with object, (c) 

foreground mask, (d) foreground detect. 
 
Figure 8 and 9 bellow show the human skin detection using YIQ color space. Image (a) is in RGB color 

space was converted to the YIQ color space and split it to three components Y, I, and Q. Only I components are 
needed because of high rate skin contras. Almost entire image of I channel is displayed in dark color, but there 
are some value difference between skin and non-skin as shown in image (b). Threshold is carried out on the I 
channel to obtain the skin mask (c) in binary form. By using the data validation, it examines skins to provide 
skin region, and eliminator pixel that are not related with target skin region, and the final result was produce as 
image (d). Refer to skin detection accuracy, there are many mist detecting in the figure 8. This is because of 
some background color have same color as skin color. Result in figure 8 shows that skin region are detected 
with accuracy, because of skin color in background already remove. 

 

 
 
Fig. 8: The process of skin detection without using background subtraction: (a) input image in RGB color space, 

(b) image in YIQ color space focus on I channel, (c) skin masks, (d) skin region detected 
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Fig. 9: The process of skin detection with using background subtraction: (a) input image in RGB color space, 

(b) image in YIQ color space focus on I channel, (c) skin masks (d) skin region detected. 
 
The next analysis was tried in with outdoor environment that will focus on more noise as human shadow 

and leaf movement. The video frame have 0.98MB size and 720x480 pixels dimension that was taken from 
outdoor environment, in evening, under sunshine using fixed camera. Figure 10 below shows the result by using 
the same system as discussed before, there is some additional capability on this system. That is skin detection 
result (f) are not affected by human shadow and leaf movement. As known, shadow is black color while leaf is 
green color which can be seen in image (d). This both noise are not human skin color (brown). Figure 11 below 
shows the zooming area of image (d and f) in figure 10. The circle area in that image is belong to head and hand 
area that are detected by the system as skin region. 

 

 
 
Fig. 10: The hybrid method of background subtraction and skin detection: (a) Background model, (b) input 

image, (c) foreground masks, (d) foreground detected, (e) image in YIQ colour space focus on I 
channel, (d) skin region detected. 

 

 
 
Fig. 11: Zooming image of skin detection for outdoor environment: (a) foreground detected in RGB, (b) skin 

region in binary.  

Head

Hand
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Conclution: 
 
In this paper, there are many technique of detecting human skin that is proposed by researchers. Majority of 

them provided complex system that required high memory space and cost. We proposed a hybrid algorithm that 
consists of two major parts known as background subtraction and skin color technique. Referring to the result 
and discussion above, it shows that our objective to develop a simple algorithm, lower cost, and high detection 
rate are achieved. Our approach produces high TP and low FN as provided by other researcher. 
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